Response to Sir Bob Kerslake’s review of the governance and organisational
capabilities of Birmingham City Council by Sir Albert Bore (Leader) and Mark
Rogers (Chief Executive)

Earlier this year, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and
the Leader of the City Council asked Sir Bob Kerslake to carry out an independent
review of the governance and organisational capabilities of Birmingham City Council.
This review commenced formally in October.
The report of the review has been published today (Tuesday 9 December 2014).
We are pleased the report recognises that Birmingham is a great city with a proud
past and with the potential to be at the heart of the most potent regional economic
powerhouse of the future. The report notes that there have been some significant
achievements over recent years, not least the transformational regeneration of the
city centre. The Review team also heard about the pride and passion felt about the
city, by all they interviewed, something we very much recognise.
We also agree with the view taken by the Review on the question of Birmingham’s
size, wholeheartedly supporting the conclusion that splitting the council up is not the
way forward. This distracting question now needs to be put to bed.
Sir Bob rightly recognises that there is a strong and visible political leader. There are
also good member-officer relationships. In similar vein, the review also
acknowledges that the Chief Executive is promoting an open and honest culture, an
approach that is being well received.
His report restates Lord Norman Warner’s assessment that we are making progress
on stabilising children’s safeguarding services and that this issue is the top priority
for the council, with the improvement effort led strongly by the Quartet of the Leader,
Chief Executive, Lead Cabinet Member and Strategic Director.
There is also recognition and praise for the recent agreement to work with other local
authorities to set up a Combined Authority which will have “value-added” economic
benefits for the whole of the West Midlands and beyond.
For our part, we have demonstrated our commitment to reviewing the vision for the
city and, by association, the city council, making clear our intention to ensure better
working with partners as we work inclusively to a common agenda. There are
examples given in the report of where partnerships are already working well, namely,
the Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) and the Greater Birmingham and
Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership. We are already changing business planning
and policy development processes to refine our key priorities and be clearer about
the critical outcomes that we most need to improve across our communities.
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We have also embarked on a process of renewing our shared understanding of the
purpose and values of the organisation and changing the culture of how we work.
The vision for the future city council is being actively developed, partly through an
extensive dialogue with staff and also our community-focused big conversations. The
report further notes that the Triple Devolution model is widely understood and
supported.
We are re-examining our approach to delivering services at the neighbourhood level
and we have recognised that the devolved model needs to be revisited and recast in
the light of changing times. This is being taken forward through the Community
Governance Review which started, as planned, back in September.
All of this work puts us in a really good place to move the city forward and respond to
all the advice contained in this report.
We want to state at the outset that we recognise and accept the broad thrust of
all the recommendations in the report. We give our more detailed response to
each of them below.
Recommendations in the Review
Along with setting out the positive points above, the review makes eleven
recommendations which we have given initial consideration to.
We will implement five of the recommendations immediately, as follows.
Recommendation 3: Culture, Strategic Planning and Corporate Services
Subject to meeting the needs of the City Council, we will seek to accelerate the
implementation of all of the proposals set out here as we have already started work
on many of these issues.
Recommendation 4: Elections and Wards
We will welcome the proposed Boundary Commission review, should the Secretary
of State agree to instigate it, and we look forward to a lively consultation on how
changes to the electoral size of wards and the numbers of members per ward will
deliver enhanced member engagement within these wards.
Recommendation 6: Reform of Human Resources and Corporate Planning
We recognise the need for a stronger strategic approach to our workforce and
corporate planning, including changes to political oversight. These changes will be
introduced. The development of a new Organisational Development and Human
Resources strategy is already underway, reinforced in the announcement by the
Leader of the Council in September.
Recommendation 9: Partnership approach
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We recognise that since the cessation of the Local Strategic Partnership (“Be
Birmingham”) a few years ago there has been a gap in the civic leadership of the city
and we look forward to working with our partners to consider how best to fill this. We
do accept that improvements can be made in our approach to partnerships and we
will build on existing successful partnerships as a model for future engagement at
the corporate level.
Recommendation 11: Employment and skills
The City Council is actively negotiating for the establishment of an “East Birmingham
Economic Zone” which is a major initiative designed to tackle skills and employment
issues in the areas where there is most need. We would welcome support from the
Government to create a skills and employment partnership to maximise resources
for this initiative in East Birmingham and other deprived areas of the city.

There are four recommendations that we have some reservations about. These
mainly revolve around one particular concern we have with the report as a whole.
This is the presumption, inherent in many of its recommendations, that the people of
Birmingham and their city council should be instructed on local affairs from Whitehall.
So, whilst we also accept the thrust of the following recommendations, we cannot
immediately accept detailed proposals that are overly prescriptive and would
undermine or jeopardise local consultation and negotiation.
Recommendation 5: Financial Planning
We are clear that we need a different medium term financial strategy that more
clearly supports our priorities and key outcomes, and underpins the model of the
future council. This strategy must also enable us to plan and implement more radical
changes to our operating models. We are already considering how to implement this
ahead of the 2016+ budget cycle.
However, whilst we accept there are specific issues in Birmingham which have made
our financial planning more challenging, such as the relatively small Council Tax
base and the level of equal pay liabilities, we are disappointed that the report does
not recognise explicitly the impending financial crisis in local public services across
the country. The recent report of the National Audit Office1 echoes these concerns
and makes clear that the Department for Communities and Local Government has
failed to monitor adequately the risks of the present funding policy. We would
emphasise that Birmingham City Council is seeing a reduction of 5.7% in its
Spending Power next year, compared to the national average of just 2%.
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Financial Sustainability of Local Authorities, 2014: http://www.nao.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/Financial-sustainability-of-local-authorities-20141.pdf
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The council’s October Green Paper made clear that new pressures and hence the
financial challenge could be higher if the council has to find additional funding to
invest in child protection services. Since then, the council’s financial planning has
progressed and it has announced that it intends to provide a further £19.9m pa for
child protection, in addition to the extra £9m pa already put in place. These
combined resources will meet the expected increase in needs and allow for the
recruitment of more social workers. However, it is clear from the review undertaken
by Lord Warner, appointed Commissioner for Children’s Safeguarding that this will
not be enough to meet the full cost of the Children’s Services improvement
programme, and continue to ask the Government for financial assistance to deliver
this programme. The council’s financial strategy therefore provides for this additional
funding in 2015/16 and recognises that it increases the gap to be addressed
thereafter. The council has not said that it expects to be required to use most of the
one-off windfall money secured from changes in MRP for Children’s Services in that
year (2015/16). Rather, we are clear that MRP reserve will ensure a stable and
deliverable corporate transition over a three year period.
We also recognise the importance of better tackling demand management in some
key services, but the report fails to acknowledge the risks of cost driven demand
management in certain areas such as child protection and adult social care with
which we, at a local level, are all too familiar. In many areas such as safeguarding,
health and housing, demand is driven by poverty and it is the poor who have been hit
the hardest by cuts.
Recommendation 7: Devolution
We accept the advice contained in this recommendation as a starting point and have
acknowledged that our approach to devolved arrangements needs to change.
However, the detailed conclusions on a new approach will be a matter for our
Community Governance Review (CGR) which was only launched in September. In
particular, the proposal for the town council in Sutton Coldfield is still subject to the
legal process of the CGR which involves consultation with local people, something
which the review itself emphasises must be improved.
Furthermore, the Review incorrectly suggests that District Committees are
responsible for the management and delivery of services, whereas that is actually
the responsibility of the Place Directorate. As is correctly stated in the Review,
District Committees should be providing member oversight of the services delivered
within a district, through challenge and scrutiny processes.
The CGR will be asked to bring forward the new model for devolution to allow its
introduction through constitutional changes introduced at the Council AGM, thereby
establishing the arrangements for ensuring community engagement by elected
members at the ward level and for the challenge and scrutiny role through District
Committees.
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Recommendation 8: Long term vision
Since the previous Community Strategy (under legislation now repealed) was
published in 2008 we recognise there is a gap in the strategic planning process for
the whole city and there is a need for the council to bring forward a long-term City
Plan influenced and endorsed by a Birmingham Leadership Group. However, the
design of any Birmingham Leadership Group is a matter for our partners, our
communities and us.
Recommendation 10: Combined Authority
We are pleased the Review has recognised the progress made on a combined
authority to help deliver growth and jobs for the whole of the West Midlands.
However, details such as the membership of this partnership and the decision
making process of the combined authority should be left to the councils concerned,
especially as negotiations are still at the formative stage. Some of the prescription in
this report may be unhelpful to these discussions and we have already advised our
partner authorities that we have neither proposed nor promoted the conclusions that
the Review has reached.
Our intention remains that of delivering a Combined Authority that extends beyond
Birmingham, Black Country and Solihull.

Implementation
Turning to the issue of how the recommendations are taken forward (addressing
recommendations 1 and 2), whilst we recognise the government’s legitimate interest
in helping us to secure the very best corporate governance, we are already working
constructively on all the issues in this report and have serious concerns about our
capacity to engage effectively with yet another set of external advisers. We are
already subject to considerable scrutiny and have two commissioners. The report
itself acknowledges the present insufficiency of our strategic capacity; servicing a
further independent improvement panel could exacerbate this situation by the
creation of the extra work that this panel would generate.
Sir Bob has told us how important it is that we break out of the cycle of continuous
reviews and get back on the front foot, driving our own continuous improvement
agenda and being held accountable by local people. We are, therefore concerned
that a further prescriptive intervention of the kind outlined may not be wholly helpful.
Nonetheless, if there is to be a new independent improvement panel, we would
expect to influence its membership given that the review itself was jointly
commissioned. We would be content for there to be reports to the Secretary of State
on our progress and welcome any assistance the local government sector or central
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government itself can give us to boost improvement capacity and help us overcome
our challenges.
In making this point we are reflecting the following sentiment expressed by the
Secretary of State:
‘For too long, everything has been controlled from the centre - and look where it’s got
us. Central government has kept local government on a tight leash, strangling the life
out of councils in the belief that bureaucrats know best.
‘By getting out of the way and letting councils and communities run their own affairs
we can restore civic pride, democratic accountability and economic growth…’ (Press
release on publication of the Localism Bill, 13 December 2010)2
Given that the Review was jointly commissioned by the Secretary of State and
the Leader of the Council, we feel it would now be appropriate for there to be a
dialogue between the City Council and the Department for Communities and
Local Government about the membership and operation of any improvement
panel.

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/localism-bill-starts-a-new-era-of-people-power
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